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T

his chapter examines how China has come to declare itself a maritime country and how the reforms of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) under Xi Jinping affect the navy’s ability to protect and

advance China’s maritime interests and its own organizational interests. It
examines the context within which China’s maritime evolution is occurring,
explores three vectors of naval modernization, and considers the difference
that PLA reforms might make for each. Xi, general-secretary of the Chinese
Communist Party, chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC),
and commander in chief of the armed forces, has stated that his “China
Dream” includes a “strong military dream” and has tasked the PLA to be
able to fight and win informationized wars. In pursuit of this goal, Xi has
implemented ambitious reforms intended to force collaboration between the
services and improve their ability to conduct joint operations. The PLA Navy
(PLAN) stands to benefit from a reduction in traditional ground force dominance, but the reforms may also shift the trajectory of naval modernization
efforts in directions less supportive of an independent navy.
This chapter is organized in five sections. The first frames China’s
maritime development by examining its strategic drivers. The second
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outlines the navy’s three vectors of modernization: hardware and “software” developments aimed at creating a blue-water navy capable of power
projection; creation of a maritime component that can work effectively
with other services as part of a joint PLA; and further development of
an “interagency” maritime force wherein the navy works with the coast
guard, maritime militia, and other parts of the Chinese government to
advance China’s maritime sovereignty claims. Sections two, three, and
four lay out each of these vectors and examine the impact of the reforms
on it. The last section offers broad findings concerning the reform of
China’s sea forces and related implications, with particular focus on the
tensions among the three modernization vectors.

Strategic Drivers of China’s Maritime Development
“Reform and Opening Up,” “Going Out,” and “New Historic Missions”
Since Deng Xiaoping ushered in the policy of “Reform and Opening Up”
in late 1978, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has become increasingly
integrated into the global economy. China took full advantage of opportunities provided by globalization, with foreign companies investing in China
to tap cheap labor and Chinese state and private companies gradually developing the expertise and technology to produce for export markets. Rapid
economic growth increased Chinese demand for imported components, oil
and natural gas, and food and tied the employment of millions of Chinese
workers to exports. China’s integration with the global economy received
a further boost when Hu Jintao urged Chinese companies to “go out” into
the world by investing abroad to acquire natural resources and technology
and to compete for foreign construction contracts.1
The growing importance of sea-borne trade and increased PRC investment and citizen presence overseas, some in unstable places, prompted
Beijing to take measures to secure its new interests. In 2004, Hu Jintao gave
the PLA “New Historic Missions,” including defending China’s expanding
international interests.2 Under this aegis, the PLA Navy has conducted
counterpiracy patrols in the Gulf of Aden since December 2008 and
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participated in evacuations of PRC citizens during unrest in Libya and
Yemen. Social media and press coverage have produced growing calls for
the Chinese government to better protect PRC citizens abroad.3 China’s
overseas presence has continued to deepen with Xi Jinping’s Belt and
Road Initiative, an ambitious plan to fund infrastructure construction
to increase China’s connectivity with Eurasia and the rest of the world.
The initiative now even includes an additional maritime component, a
proposed “Polar Silk Road” through the Arctic Ocean.4
Navy Primed to Take Advantage of China’s New Orientation
Of all the services, the navy was best positioned to exploit the increasing
importance of the outside world. The navy has long worked to articulate the
importance of Chinese maritime interests and to advocate for a more capable
navy to protect these interests.5 PLAN leaders like Vice Admiral Chen Mingshan have argued since the early 1990s that the navy is “a direct defender of
its [China’s] economy, especially its maritime economy and foreign trade.”6
Chinese analysts have insisted that the navy needs capabilities “to protect
[China’s] long and increasingly vital maritime energy supply lines.”7 PLAN
publications such as Modern Navy8 have emphasized topics such as “maritime resources” more frequently than mainstream civilian publications and
general defense publications.9 The Chinese maritime lobby has grown to
include officials in maritime provinces, state-owned and private firms reliant
on overseas trade, companies that build equipment and technology used to
seize and build on claimed areas, and military and civilian organizations
charged with seizing, building, and administering claimed areas.10
The navy not only leveraged the growing importance of the sea for
China’s economy but also stressed the growing importance of China’s
maritime and sovereignty claims. China’s three highest profile sovereignty
disputes (Taiwan, South China Sea, and East China Sea) all involve islands
or other physical features surrounded by vast bodies of water. The navy and
marines have occupied physical features in the Paracels and the Spratlys
for decades. As maritime and sovereignty disputes in the South China Sea
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and East China Sea intensified after 2012, the navy took center stage in
defending China’s interests. Efforts by the Chinese naval and maritime
lobby to emphasize the growing importance of Chinese maritime interests
helped attract resources for naval modernization and culminated in the 18th
Party Congress work report in November 2012 that set the task of “building
China into a sea power nation.”11
Calls for greater efforts to protect Chinese maritime interests were
supported by rapid economic growth following China’s reform and opening up that enabled the PLA to receive double-digit budget increases for
decades. Higher budgets benefited all PLA services, but the navy received
an increasing share of the defense budget beginning in 2004, allowing it
to create and expand a fleet of modern warships and aircraft. Improved
underwater, surface, and aerial platforms have allowed the navy to operate
farther from the PRC more frequently and for longer periods of time. Given
exposure from port calls, international military exercises, and its increasing
presence in the South China Sea, East China Sea, and Indian Ocean, the
navy has in many ways become the face of the PLA to the world.

Chinese Naval Modernization
China’s naval modernization can be analyzed in terms of three vectors of
modernization. The first involves hardware and “software” developments
aimed at creating a blue-water navy capable of power projection. The second is creation of a potent maritime component that can work effectively
with other services to achieve operational synergies as part of a joint PLA
capable of fighting and winning wars against advanced militaries. The third
is further development of an “interagency” maritime force where the navy
works with the coast guard, maritime militia (which the U.S. Department of
Defense refers to as the People’s Armed Force’s Maritime Militia), and other
parts of the Chinese government to advance China’s maritime sovereignty
claims. Each vector is driven by certain factors, is supported by certain
actors, emphasizes different missions, and is optimized for use in different
areas. As resources are finite, any increase in resources for one particular
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vector potentially reduces those available for the others, thereby affecting
the composition of the navy and its capacity to perform other missions.12
The table illustrates key aspects of each vector.
Table. Three Modernization Vectors for the PLA Navy
Blue-Water Navy

Joint Operations
Force for the Maritime Domain

“Interagency” Maritime Force

Type/Mode
of Operation

Combined-arms naval
operations

Joint operations

Sovereignty claim
advancement operations

Maritime
Challenges

SLOC protection, farseas defense, power
projection, military
diplomacy

War vs. high-tech
adversary, Taiwan,
ECS, long-range piece
of joint campaign

Maritime territorial
disputes, regional naval
clashes

Missions

ASuW, ASW, strike,
amphibious operations,
nuclear deterrence

ASuW, ASW, strike,
transportation,
amphibious operations,
nuclear deterrence

Presence, deterrence,
C2, escalation control

Partners

Navy branches

Other services

CCG, PAFMM, MoFA,
SOEs

What Do
Partners
Provide?

Nothing

ASBMs, long-range
strike, manpower for
land ops., air control,
air defense, airlift,
cyberspace capabilities, counter-space

White hulls, fishing
vessels, deniability,
messaging, numbers
(swarming), asymmetric approach

Key: SLOC: sea lines of communication; ASuW: anti-surface warfare; ASW: anti-submarine warfare;
ECS: East China Sea; ASBM: anti-ship ballistic missile; C2: command and control; CCG: China coast
guard; PAFMM: People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia; MoFA: Ministry of Foreign Affairs; SOE:
state-owned enterprise.

First Vector: Blue-Water Navy
Possession of a blue-water navy has been the “blue dream” of every great power
since technology made such fleets possible.13 A blue-water fleet is commonly
seen as the epitome of naval development, with the ability to operate far from
the homeland and perform combined arms naval operations. In the Chinese
context, such a fleet would allow the navy to operate independently to address
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the maritime challenges of protecting sea lines of communication, far-seas
defense, power projection, and military diplomacy in distant seas. It would
also require the navy to perform the missions of antisurface warfare, antisubmarine warfare, strike, amphibious operations, and nuclear deterrence.
The navy has been working for decades to create its own blue-water
fleet. This involves two main elements: hardware modernization (military
equipment) and software modernization (education, training, doctrine,
and so forth). This vector of modernization supports PLAN interests by
providing a rationale for moving beyond its original role as a support force
for the army toward an independent operational capability.
Building the Fleet
The navy had been undergoing modernization for decades prior to Xi’s
reforms. Early Soviet (1950–1960), later American (1980s), and post–Cold
War Russian (1991–present) assistance for Chinese naval modernization have
been largely supplanted by efforts to replace foreign equipment and technology with indigenously developed or improved Chinese versions. Soviet
support created an initial foundation for the navy, both in terms of hardware
and personnel training.14 However, the withdrawal of Soviet advisors in 1960
and the Western technology blockade forced China to rely on indigenous
efforts to reverse-engineer foreign technology and to make incremental
improvements on Soviet designs. Rapprochement with the United States
eventually allowed China access to some Western arms and military technology, but this window largely closed after the Tiananmen massacre in 1989,
when the United States and Europe imposed bans on arms sales to China.
Improved relations with the Soviet Union in the late 1980s and its
eventual breakup gave the Chinese military and defense industry access
to advanced weapons such as the Kilo-class submarine, Su-27 fighter
(assembled in China, then reverse-engineered and produced as the J-11),
Sovremmeny-class destroyers (and their advanced antiship cruise missiles), and S-300 surface-to-air missile systems. The combination of broad
improvements in China’s technology base, direct access to advanced Russian
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weapons, assistance from weapons scientists from the former Soviet Union,
and industrial espionage helped the Chinese defense industry assimilate
advanced technologies into more advanced weapons systems.
Rapid economic growth spurred on by Deng’s reform and opening up
initiative provided both technology and resources that allowed the PLA
to import greater numbers of more advanced equipment and weapons
and procure the increasingly advanced weapons produced by the Chinese
defense industry. The PLA’s limited ability to respond to the deployment
of two U.S. carriers during the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis and the
accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in 1999 during the
Kosovo War persuaded Chinese leadership to increase funding for military
modernization. Preparing for a potential invasion or blockade of Taiwan in
the face of U.S. intervention became the chief scenario for PLA planning
and force modernization, with the maritime aspects of the Taiwan scenario
supporting PLAN efforts to procure a range of advanced weapons systems.
China’s naval modernization includes the development and deployment
of advanced surface ships, submarines, aircraft and aircraft carriers, and
amphibious vessels that will improve the PLAN ability to conduct a range
of missions. China’s shipyards are now launching new ships at a brisk pace,
but have also shifted to focus on “quality over quantity.”15 The old surface
fleet, based on largely antiquated 1950s Soviet technology with some indigenous improvements, is being replaced with new advanced vessels, such as
the Type 054/054A frigate, Type 052C/D destroyer, and cruiser-sized Type
055 destroyer. These vessels feature advanced weapons and modern design
features such as vertical launch systems capable of launching different types
of antiship, antiaircraft, and land-attack missiles, phased-array radars, and
improved air and cruise missile defenses.16 The navy had no corvettes prior
to 2014, but had 37 Type 056/056A ships as of November 2017.17
The notoriously noisy PLAN submarines have been gradually reducing
their noise footprint.18 The submarine force consists primarily of diesel-powered attack submarines, most of which are capable of launching advanced
antiship cruise missiles. The navy has also added 10 nuclear submarines
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to the force since 2002, including 6 longer range nuclear-powered attack
submarines, and 4 nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs).
The submarine force may grow to between 69 and 78 submarines by 2020.19
China’s first aircraft carrier, the Liaoning (Type 001), began sea trials in
August 2011 and was declared combat ready in November 2016. The Liaoning
carries J-15 fighters that launch off its ski jump–style flight deck. The navy
is currently developing two more advanced aircraft carriers, with the Type
001A carrier beginning sea trials in May 2018.20 The planned inclusion of an
integrated propulsion system on the Type 002 aircraft carrier, which would
support an electromagnetic aircraft launch system, could allow more rapid
aircraft launches.21 Xinhua hailed the launch of China’s first carrier as a symbolic step forward: “building a strong navy that is commensurate with China’s
rising status is a necessary step and an inevitable choice for the country to
safeguard its increasingly globalized national interests.”22
Due to their value and vulnerability to attack, aircraft carriers typically operate as part of a carrier group with multiple vessels protecting and
supporting them.23 The navy has made clear its intent to establish carrier
groups by rushing production of the Type 055 destroyer. The Type 055
destroyers will join the growing array of vessels and weapon systems that
will provide Chinese carriers protection against air and cruise missile attack
and allow them to operate more safely outside the range of land-based aircraft. The navy has also been producing a new type of large replenishment
ship, the Type 901, which is similar in size to those used by the U.S. Navy.24
The production of such support vessels is particularly important given
the continuing poor ratio of support vessels to frontline ships of the navy,
especially when compared with the U.S. Navy.25
The navy has also been deploying new ships to improve its limited
amphibious capabilities. These include semi-submersible amphibious landing vessels, the Type 726A air-cushioned landing craft, and the Type 071
landing platform dock. The new ships, coupled with the PLA Navy Marine
Corps expansion to add additional marine brigades, should significantly
improve PLAN amphibious warfare capabilities.26
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Creating a “New Type” of Sailor for the New Navy: Recruiting,
Educating, and Training
Naval modernization also requires talented personnel capable of executing
independent and joint operations far from the country’s shores. The service
and its branches have reformed their efforts to recruit higher caliber personnel to fill their ranks, especially with graduates from civilian universities.27
From 1999 onward, the navy planned to recruit 600 officers from civilian
higher education institutions each year.28 Naval aviation began recruiting its
own personnel in 1988, an important step toward achieving independence
from the PLA Air Force (PLAAF), which enabled it to educate and train
individuals for aeronautical operations in the maritime domain from the
beginning of their careers.29
The navy has also reformed the education and training of recruits.
Since 1987, the navy has utilized the training ship Zheng He, a “classroom
at sea,” to help train its cadets.30 This ship has been an “especially prolific
traveler,” even embarking on the first circumnavigation of the world by a
Chinese navy training ship in mid-2012.31 This has allowed the navy to give
thousands of cadets hands-on experience in a variety of maritime environments around the world.32 The navy has also recently added a “tall ship,” the
Polang, as well as the advanced naval training ships, Qi Jiguang and Yupeng.
These ships and the push for naval personnel to undergo “tempering” on a
vessel allowed the navy to provide onboard experience for 92 percent of the
3,000 “new soldiers” trained by the South Sea Fleet from 2011 to 2012.33 To
give its aviators at-sea experience, the navy launched the air training ship
Shichang in 1996.34 The PLAN aviation training base at Huangdicun has
added land-based facilities and equipment, such as ski jumps on runways,
to allow pilots to practice carrier takeoffs and landings more safely, and
added catapult launch systems to support training for the Type 002 carrier.35
Similarly, the navy created Vessel Training Centers in the 1980s for
each of its fleets to provide more detailed and vessel-specific training, facilitating the introduction of new classes of ships. The centers can assemble
military personnel, industry representatives, and other experts to help
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create an “Outline for Military Training and Evaluation” specific to each
class of vessel to accelerate training for the first crews.36 This was seen with
the Bengbu, the first Jiangdao-class (Type 056) corvette to be introduced
to the East Sea Fleet.37
An increased operational tempo contributes to training of the force.
China Daily stated that “each year every combat vessel and submarine will
spend nearly eight months at sea, carrying out patrols, drills, and training.
Every day, dozens of aircraft, more than 100 ships and submarines, and
thousands of navy personnel are in operation.”38 Since December 2008,
PLAN activity has included continuous deployment of an escort task force
in the Gulf of Aden to conduct escort and counterpiracy operations. This
high operations tempo is paralleled by more port calls and increased participation in international military exercises. The navy only conducted 11 port
calls from 2003 to 2008, but conducted 40 in 2015 alone. The navy has also
led the way in international military exercises. From 2003 to 2016, the navy
conducted almost half of all international military exercises that involved
the PLA, more than any other service. The navy has also begun to participate
in multilateral exercises such as the U.S. Rim of the Pacific exercise series.39
A growing number of these exercises, especially those with Russia,
include combat or combat-support elements. The navy “completed its first
overseas joint beach landing drill” as part of the Joint Sea–2015 exercise in
Russia.40 Sino-Russian naval exercises are being held in new locations, such
as in the Baltic Sea, Mediterranean Sea, and Sea of Okhotsk, expanding the
operational horizons of the navy. Some Sino-Russian naval exercises have
expanded to include combined arms operations with the participation of
multiple branches.41 Spurred on by their increasing experience and confidence, some navy officers have even begun using run-ins with foreign forces
as training opportunities, and they have been recognized and rewarded for
their actions.42
All these exercises and training have begun to pay off as the traditionally strict control by senior officers is starting to relax, giving operational
commanders more flexibility. Submarine units have been applauded in
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recent military media reports for undertaking significant operations without additional senior officers onboard, whose presence often reduced
the captain of a submarine to a “duty officer.”43 Naval aviation began
introducing greater “pilot autonomy” back in 2013, marking a shift from
“nanny-style” control of pilots by superior officers.44
Years after the army first established special operations forces (SOF)
units in the 1980s, the navy finally established its own SOF regiment in
the South Sea Fleet.45 This regiment has been able to gain operational
experience from the navy’s antipiracy patrols, which have included a SOF
contingent with every flotilla.46 PLA SOF operators have also benefited
from the establishment of the Special Operations Academy in Guangzhou
and have sought to gain experience from foreign units by participating in
international SOF competitions.47 The navy’s SOF regiment is augmented
by smaller units established in at least two marine corps brigades.48
The PLA marines corps functions as the naval infantry branch of the
navy but has recently established a separate headquarters and is expanding
its number of operational brigades as part of PLA reforms. The marines
were relatively late in joining the rest of the PLA in exercising abroad but
performed their first overseas exercise in Thailand in 2010.49 The marines
also appear to now have their own helicopters, which had previously been
provided by naval aviation.50 The Marine Corps College now boasts more
than 20 professional programs, an educated faculty, and simulation training
systems.51 Faculty are being encouraged to participate in exercises to rectify
their lack of combat and operational experience.52
Other branches such as naval aviation are making similar efforts to
improve education and training to produce officers and seaman capable of
operating modern weapons. To leverage carriers, the Naval Aviation Academy
and Naval Aeronautical Engineering Institute have been combined to form
the Naval Aviation University/Naval Aeronautical University, which will
train China’s carrier-based fighter pilots.53 The new university has recruited
450 pilot cadets, which will eventually translate into a significant boost in
naval aviation personnel to support the deployment of more carriers.54 Naval
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aviation has also changed the way it trains pilots to emphasize extended
daytime and nighttime operations and increasing flights over water and at
low altitudes.55 To improve the quality and realism of training, naval aviation
held its first actual combat confrontation exercise between different aircraft
models in 2011.56
Impact of Reforms on the Blue-Water Navy Vector of Modernization
The reforms have three main effects on the blue-water navy vector of modernization: altering the role of the services, assigning operational control
to the theater commands, and improving PLA education, training, and
personnel systems. First, the services are now responsible for force-building
rather than operations. This should reduce the operational role of navy
headquarters. However, the navy appears to be utilizing several methods
to keep a not-insignificant role in operations. PLAN headquarters appears
to have retained operational responsibility for counterpiracy deployments
to the Gulf of Aden. The headquarters role in force-building and setting
naval training requirements allows the navy to use training exercises to
maintain an operational role, since virtually anything can be promoted as
having “training” value. The navy refers to this as moving from “separation
of training and operations” [xunzhan fenli, 训战分离] to “embedding training in operations” [yizhan zaixun, 以战载训].57 The navy headquarters also
appears to be using tri-fleet exercises, which do not fall under the responsibility of any particular theater command, as another way to hold onto some
operational responsibilities.58 An unintended consequence of attempting
to relegate service headquarters to training and force-building is that it
frees time and resources for the headquarters to advocate for the interests
of its individual service.59 Such lobbying is more important as the Chinese
economy slows, which has already led to slowdowns in military budget
growth. For the navy, this could lead to clashes with the other services and
with the new theater commands, which have their own distinct interests.
Some platforms, like land-based aircraft, are highly relevant for the Eastern
Theater Command in planning for the invasion of Taiwan, while blue-water
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systems such as aircraft carriers are less relevant. It remains unclear how
such discrepancies in interests will be resolved.
The second major impact, placing the theater commands in charge
of operations, reduces the navy’s autonomy in conducting operations. It
also complicates operations to protect China’s maritime sovereignty claims
by adding another bureaucratic actor into the mix, especially if a nonnavy officer is in charge of the theater. However, the navy has used theater
command geographic constraints to lead some operations. The Indian
Ocean, for example, falls outside of the geographic jurisdiction of the theater
commands, giving the navy headquarters a strong case for continued leadership in counterpiracy operations, even if these have joint elements.60 Port
calls and exercises with foreign militaries also fall outside the geographic
responsibilities of the theater commands, giving navy headquarters another
opportunity. However, while navy headquarters can task its components to
meet certain requirements through training, the theater commands nominally control naval forces within their jurisdiction and may have different
priorities. This situation is complicated by the fact that the service chiefs are
no longer on the CMC but are now theater-leader grade, putting them on
equal footing with the heads of the theater commands.61 Neither side has the
authority to force the other to follow orders. It is unclear whether one of the
CMC vice chairmen, or perhaps even Xi himself, will arbitrate such disputes.
While the Joint Staff Department Overseas Operations Office coordinates army peacekeeping operations, the navy appears to control its
far-seas operations.62 This might be partly due to the unique nature of
navies and the history of “independent command at sea” that they cherish.63 Despite the increasing number of military diplomacy activities and
exercises involving naval forces, the theater commands do not appear to
have been able to curtail these activities to increase focus on joint training
and theater-specific missions.64
The third major impact of the reforms on this vector of modernization involves personnel issues. Some of the most important aspects of
the reforms and anticorruption campaign have to do with career paths
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and the health of the military force as a whole. As of April 2018, PLA
personnel have received two pay increases since Xi announced the 300,000troop cut in September 2015.65 How any military deals with its veterans
is of immense importance for recruiting and for the morale of existing
active-duty personnel. The PLA has historically been parsimonious toward
honoring commitments to its veterans.66 To address these shortcomings, Xi
announced that the government would “set up an agency that will manage
veterans and protect their legal rights and interests,”67 and a new Ministry
of Veterans Affairs was established to care for the PLA’s 57 million retired
personnel.68 Ensuring fair treatment of veterans will help “make a career
in the military one that is revered and respected by all.”69 As subsequent
large-scale veterans protests have demonstrated, this is still one area where
the armed forces and civilian government are struggling.70
The anticorruption crackdown within the PLA may also make a military career more attractive and respected. While the campaign has often
selectively removed individuals who were seen as potentially disloyal to the
Party or to Xi himself, many of those individuals were nonetheless spectacularly corrupt.71 The anticorruption campaign has helped officers who
resented the negative effects corruption has had on the PLA, those unable
to afford the bribes necessary to advance within a corrupt system, and
junior officers who can advance more quickly to fulfill positions vacated by
corrupt officers.72 This should allow professional military criteria to become
more important for career advancement, especially for the officer corps.

Second Vector: Naval Component of a Joint Force
The PLA is a “latecomer” to joint operations.73 Its first and only real joint
operation was the attack and conquest of the Yijiangshan Islands in 1955.74
An effective joint force, in the Chinese context, can respond to the maritime
challenges of war against a high-tech adversary, an attempted conquest of
Taiwan or the Senkakus, and the long-range aspect of joint campaigns in
the near seas. Officers have acknowledged that the PLA must become more
joint, which is seen as a fundamental part of modern warfare.75 For this to
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happen, the concept of winning as a joint force must replace the old concept
of a “single service victory” [danyi junzhong zhisheng, 单一军种制胜].76 The
push for jointness has undercut the army’s traditional dominance of the PLA
to the benefit of the other services. While the navy looks to be a big winner
under the reforms, interservice rivalry and competition for resources and
missions remain powerful obstacles to jointness and may have some negative
impact on navy interests. Moreover, jointness implies that naval operations
will be conducted via joint command and control structures, potentially
undercutting the navy’s efforts to develop more autonomy and the ability
to conduct its own combined arms operations in the far seas.
Joint Education and Training
The PLA’s conceptualization of jointness involves achieving victory by fusing the “operational strengths” of the separate services together to achieve
collectively what no service could accomplish alone.77 Jointness received a
much-needed boost following the ground force–dominated PLA’s inability
to respond effectively to the U.S. Navy’s sending two aircraft carrier battle
groups toward Taiwan in March 1996. The role of airpower in the Kosovo
War and sea power in the Falklands War impressed upon the PLA the strategic importance of other services.78 However, despite frequent mention of
jointness in articles and internal publications, the reality of jointness still
lags far behind the rhetoric.
The PLA has tried to rectify the imbalance among the services by
adding the commanders of other services to the CMC (2004–2017) and
by increasing students and faculty from services other than the army at
PLA National Defense University and the Academy of Military Science.
The presence of these officers was intended to facilitate joint thinking by
ensuring that non-army perspectives are included in the classroom and in
important debates.
PLA texts acknowledge that China’s armed forces still have a long way
to go to achieve true jointness.79 Even with increased focus on educating joint
commanders and theater command staff, joint experience remains a widely
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acknowledged weakness of the PLA as a whole.80 Officers complain that the
lack of joint command experience could reduce its joint commanders to
mere “armchair strategists” [zhishang tanbing, 纸上谈兵].81 The 2015 book
Theater Joint Operations Command [zhanqu lianhe zuozhan zhihui, 战区联
合作战指挥] suggested that the PLA should engage more in exchanges and
exercises with foreign militaries to compensate for this lack of experience.82
However, despite increasing PLA participation in international military
exercises, only a few of these (a mere 7 percent from 2003–2016) involve
two or more PLA services.83 The navy has been most active in international
exercises, but these are usually combined arms exercises with multiple navy
branches rather than joint exercises with multiple PLA services.
Joint training between the various services continues to be limited, but
some progress is being made.84 The navy (including surface vessels, marines,
and naval aviation) and air force participated together in a Sino-Russian
international exercise, Joint Sea–2015 (II), for the first time in 2015.85 However, in the words of one expert, “true joint interoperability remains largely a
work in progress for the PLA.”86 The navy and air force are doing some joint
training, most notably in name-brand exercises, such as Sharp Sword–2015.87
In some of the highest profile joint exercises between naval aviation and
air force, including Golden Helmet–2015, the two were actually competing
against one another as opposing forces rather than working together.88
Training between the navy and army is also limited, though this
appears to be changing as well. One example involves army aviation and
naval aviation providing air support for marines during amphibious training exercises.89 Another involves joint amphibious exercises with army
amphibious and ground force units, which would provide the bulk of the
troops for large-scale amphibious landings, such as an invasion of Taiwan.90
In reviewing PLA joint exercises, press reports highlight “cases in
which PLA commanders were not well-versed in the wide range of capabilities at their disposal, failed to coordinate and share information among
the units under their command, and demonstrated their weak command
and organization skills.”91 The lack of qualified joint commanders and staff
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officers continues to plague China’s armed forces.92 Without significant
progress, the PLA’s lack of jointness will result in “deconflicted operations,”
where the services operate in proximity to, but not with, each other.93
Reduced Army Dominance
Recognition of the increasing value of the maritime domain and the push
for jointness have benefited navy modernization efforts. One of the earliest
indicators of a shift in attention and resources away from the army was the
2003 force reduction, when it took a disproportionate share of the cuts.94
(Blasko’s chapter in this volume argues that the army is the biggest loser in
the current PLA personnel reductions, as the PLA places more emphasis
on the other services.)
Decreasing army dominance can also be seen in the PLA’s changing
strategic outlook. When the 2002 defense white paper stated that the “primary missions” of each service were to be performed “independently or
jointly,” it simultaneously encouraged the services not only to work together
jointly, but also to be able to operate on their own.95 Non-army services
received a further boost with the 2004 defense white paper, which explicitly
stated the PLA would “enhance the development of its operational strength
with priority given to the navy, air force, and Second Artillery Force.”96
Acknowledgment of the important role non-army services would play in an
invasion of Taiwan also gave the navy a new toehold in operational planning.
While the navy’s focus has gradually shifted outward from coastal to
offshore defense, establishment of an “active defense” strategy for the PLA
saw the military leadership formally inaugurate a shift in focus from China
and its immediately periphery, which favored the army, toward “open seas
protection,” which favors the navy.97 These changes were illustrated in
the 2013 edition of the Science of Military Strategy that argued, “the main
threat of war has already shifted from traditional inland direction to the
ocean direction.” In addition, the “strong enemy,” a common PLA euphemism for the United States, “will rely on its comprehensive distant combat
superiority from the ocean direction.” Under such circumstances, it will
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be “increasingly difficult to protect the homeland from the homeland and
the near seas from near seas, it might even become untenable.” Therefore,
defensive operations should be pushed farther away from Chinese territory.98 Efforts to “push forward the strategic frontier” to gain additional
strategic space boosted the navy because the geography of the region
means that additional strategic space is maritime space. As maritime concerns—such as Taiwan, the South China Sea, and sea-borne trade—have
grown over the years, the navy appears to have been increasingly successful
at capitalizing on them to bolster itself as a service.
The push for jointness has opened new opportunities for the navy to
make itself relevant for additional missions. The service has moved beyond
its initial coastal defense and sealift missions into missions ranging from
interdiction to amphibious operations to nuclear deterrence.
Increased Competition for Maritime Missions
The increased priority of maritime missions not only favors the navy, but
has also encouraged other services to encroach on PLAN turf by highlighting the relevance of their own current and future capabilities to the
maritime domain. The navy has responded by further developing its own
ability to perform “diversified tasks” to reduce the need for help from the
other services.99 These trends highlight the tension between the navy’s
desire to be able to conduct independent operations (especially in blue water
far from China’s coast) and the potential for other services to contribute
useful capabilities in a joint operational context.
As growth in PLA budgets has slowed, the air force, army, and even
Rocket Force are attempting to carve out new maritime responsibilities
(and associated budget claims). The air force has made the clearest effort to
ensure that it is not left out of the new emphasis on the maritime domain.
In the past few years, it has taken significant steps to emphasize operations
over water, the traditional domain of the navy and naval aviation.100 This
has been marked by a number of firsts, including flights over the Western
Pacific through new air corridors,101 PLAAF H-6K bombers practicing
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attacks on Guam,102 and deploying some of the air force’s most advanced
aircraft, such as the Su-35, to the South China Sea. The air force has also
expanded the role of its vessel troops to support maritime combat operations.103 A professor from the Air Force Command Academy stated that
South China Sea deployments showed PLAAF “resolution to implement
missions in the new era and firmly maintain national sovereignty and
security and maritime interests.”104
The air force has overhauled training for its pilots to emphasize operations over water, including those farther from shore.105 These included the
creation of new textbooks, including A Practical Handbook on Maritime
Live-Fire Training with Trainer Aircraft and Safety Checklist for Maritime
Live-Fire Training.106 Classroom work has been augmented by “regular high
seas training” that began in 2015.107 The air force has held seminars attended
by senior officers to review its progress in overwater training.108 These
efforts put the air force in direct competition with the navy for maritime
missions and resources.
The air force has followed the PLAN lead in using the need to protect
China’s economic interests as an argument to support its strategic relevance.
Then–PLAAF Commander Ma Xiaotian gave a speech in 2014 emphasizing
the importance of airpower for the maritime domain. According to Ma,
“[W]inning the initiative in the air is important in effectively responding
to all kinds of security threats at sea. . . . [We must] fully recognize the new
circumstances in the defense of maritime rights; [it] gives the air force new
meaning to accelerate the transition from territorial air defense toward
attack and defense. . . . [We must] transform the ‘center of gravity’ of sea
operations toward the employment of airpower.”109
The air force is acquiring two types of aircraft that will expand its
maritime capabilities. The first is the Y-20 long-range transport, which
can carry paratroopers and their equipment to the remote physical features
controlled by China in the South China Sea.110 Paratroopers have conducted
simulated airdrops over “unfamiliar island targets” in exercises.111 The second is the acquisition of additional and updated tankers, such as the IL-78/
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MIDAS, to augment its small and aging fleet of tankers.112 Expansion of the
PLAAF tanker fleet, including the rumored development of a tanker variant of the Y-20, would increase the range of PLAAF fighters, surveillance
aircraft, and bombers, improving their ability to operate far over the ocean
from land bases in China.113
By contrast, the army has found it harder to carve out a maritime role.
Although Taiwan has been the main driver of PLA modernization for
decades, the army only had one amphibious tank brigade in 1997.114 The
army’s amphibious force has grown since then, but these units only spend
3 to 4 months a year on amphibious operations, with the rest of their time
spent on nonamphibious training.115 In 2010, only one army ship group was
exclusively focused on amphibious support.116 However, it has been trying
to make itself more relevant for maritime missions. Army amphibious units
have traditionally focused on the conquest of Taiwan, where the need for
large numbers of ground troops would guarantee it a prominent role. PLAN
marines have primary responsibility for amphibious operations involving
smaller physical features, such as the land features that dot the South China
Sea. However, the army has recently suggested that it could too have a role
in capturing and holding smaller islands.117
Even the Rocket Force, the “hermit” of the PLA, is pushing into the
maritime domain. Its control of the PLA’s land-based antiship ballistic
missiles (ASBM) represents another attempt by a land-based service to “use
the land to control the sea” [yi luzhihai, 以陆制海].118 Literature from the
Second Artillery Force (now the Rocket Force) has been overwhelmingly
positive on the development and future utility of ASBMs, while PLAN analysts have been more pessimistic about the weapon’s value.119 The DF-21D
ASBM, dubbed the “carrier-killer,” is an obvious attempt to credibly hold
U.S. carriers at risk. It is joined by the Rocket Force’s DF-26, which also
has an ASBM variant and has the range to target U.S. facilities on Guam.120
The Rocket Force can also use its arsenal of conventional ballistic missiles to hit maritime-relevant land targets, such as ports. The 2006 edition of
The Science of Campaigns discussed how conventional cruise missiles can
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be used to “implement sea blockades” and “capture localized campaign sea
superiority.”121 Other tactics, such as a “missile fire blockade” [daodan huoli
fengsuo, 导弹火力封锁], can disrupt facilities important for naval forces,
such as ports and relevant airfields.122 While these efforts could be done
jointly in coordination with the navy and air force, the Rocket Force could
also conduct such campaigns independently, inserting itself into operations
for “sea blockades” and “sea dominance.”123
This competition for roles and missions goes both ways. The navy
now has submarines that can compete with Rocket Force conventional and
nuclear assets. The navy has four SSBNs armed with nuclear intercontinental ballistic missiles and attack submarines that can carry land-attack cruise
missiles.124 Such assets allow the navy to duplicate some Rocket Force capabilities, potentially with greater survivability than land-based Rocket Force
assets. The navy also has numerous surface vessels and aircraft armed with
antiship cruise missiles, which give it a strong tool to beat back Rocket Force
efforts to intrude too far onto navy turf.125 These systems, and the Rocket
Force’s desire to maintain primacy in nuclear deterrence and long-range
conventional strike missions, are likely to limit the Rocket Force’s ability
to carve out too much space in the maritime domain.126 Despite the clear
interest of other services in competing for maritime missions and associated
resources, spending too much time on these missions may compromise
their combat effectiveness in their primary missions.127
The final advantage the navy has over the other services in the maritime domain is presence. It is the only service that can operate assets on or
over the high seas for long periods of time. It also has advantages in its ability to use overseas bases and commercial port facilities to provide logistics
support for its peacetime operations. PLAN ability to launch and recover
helicopters and planes from frigates and carriers allows it to maintain an
air presence much longer than the air-refuelable land-based aircraft that
the air force operates.128 The navy can loiter under the waves, on the waves,
and in the sky—something no other service can do.
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Impact of Reforms on Joint Force Vector of Modernization
The reduction of army dominance presents new opportunities for the
navy to promote its own interests, advocate for increased focus on Chinese
maritime interests, and argue for new military capabilities to protect those
interests. However, the intent to eliminate the operational role of the service
headquarters and to conduct operations via joint command and control
structures also implies a reduction in PLAN autonomy and increased
competition for maritime roles and missions from other services.
The shifting of operational responsibilities away from the military
regions and service headquarters to joint theater commands is perhaps
the most significant operational change instituted by the reforms. The
establishment of new joint command structures ends the PLA’s reliance
on army-dominated military regions and ad hoc wartime joint command
structures. This shift, combined with placing some non-army officers
in charge of theater commands (Navy Vice Admiral Yuan Yubai in the
Southern Theater Command and PLAAF General Yi Xiaoguang in the
Central Theater Command) and presence of non-army staff in all the theater commands, constitutes an important step toward a more joint force.
The role of theater commands in leading military operations within
their geographic purview presents both a challenge and opportunity for
the navy. If the head of a theater command is a naval officer, as in the
Southern Theater Command, then the navy can theoretically run non-navy
operations there and decide how to integrate relevant capabilities of other
services into naval operations.129 Even if another service is in charge of a
theater command, each of the theater commands with a fleet (Northern,
Eastern, and Southern) has a navy officer as a deputy commander in change
of theater command naval forces. Much will depend on how much centralized control the theater commander exerts over the theater ground, naval,
and air components and how much authority the commander is willing to
delegate to his component commanders. The fact that army officers have
little experience in commanding naval operations, and the fact that the
navy can perform many of its near-seas missions using its own assets to
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conduct combined arms operations, suggests that navy component commanders are likely to retain a great deal of autonomy in most circumstances.
Most PLA operations in the South China Sea, for example, are kept below
the threshold where another country would respond with force. However,
PLA planning for a Taiwan contingency, which would involve both coastal
operations to support an amphibious landing and blue-water operations to
delay U.S. intervention, would require the Eastern Theater Commander
(currently an army officer) to make difficult choices about priorities.

Third Vector: “Interagency” Operations
China has a long history of drawing on military and militia vessels, as well
as civilian ships and fishing boats, to compensate for its limited naval capabilities. However, in recent decades, the PLA has increasingly cooperated
with other parts of the Chinese government and civilian actors to respond
to maritime and territorial sovereignty disputes and possible regional
naval clashes in the East China Sea and South China Sea. The heightened
importance of the maritime domain and maritime sovereignty disputes,
as well as the proven utility of other components of China’s armed forces
such as the coast guard and maritime militia in pressing Beijing’s claims,
have helped drive this vector of modernization. However, the other two
vectors of modernization have also allowed the navy to build capabilities
that strengthen its ability to conduct “interagency” operations.
These operations involve the navy working with the maritime militia and coast guard, as well as utilizing a network of bases and outposts
throughout the South China Sea.130 Civilian agencies are involved in some
aspects: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and state-run media, for instance,
play an important role in shaping and propagating the narrative of the day.
Navy Leading from Behind
China’s approach to the South China Sea involves seeking to use a range of
military, paramilitary, legal, and administrative tactics to expand Chinese
control of disputed features and waters, while minimizing the chances
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of military conflict breaking out. The PRC has adopted three lines of
“defense” in this effort, with the maritime militia as the first, maritime law
enforcement agencies as the second, and the PLA (especially the navy) as
the third.131 While the navy is deliberately kept away from the frontline to
minimize escalation risks, it played a significant role in crafting the strategy
and continues to directly and indirectly support the other actors.132
China’s maritime militia has always been an integral component of
China’s maritime forces, and in recent years, its importance and interactions with the navy have increased significantly.133 The maritime militia
has benefited from a generous building program that has seen its branches
acquire new, large steel-hulled vessels.134 Trends seen in the PLA at large,
such as a shift toward greater professionalism and phasing out less advanced
units, are also evident in the maritime militia.135 Leading personnel in the
maritime militia are being militarized, professionalized, and incentivized;
the organization can now call on elite units for more specialized and challenging tasks. Some maritime militia branches have become so well trained
and are so useful that they have even been referred to as a “veritable ‘light
cavalry.’”136 Some maritime militia detachments have developed specialized
combat support and technical skills to better aid the navy in operations.137
While the maritime militia organization has a limited ability to engage in
high-end warfare, it is optimized for sovereignty advancement operations
that stay below the threshold of military conflict.138
The navy also has been closely tied to the coast guard since the latter was formed by merging several different maritime law enforcement
agencies. Its role in protecting disputed Chinese maritime and sovereignty
claims and projecting Chinese domestic law into disputed waters have led
many to call it “China’s second navy.”139 The PLA influenced its creation,
and the navy plays a significant role in planning, coordinating, and conducting coast guard operations.140 Like the maritime militia, coast guard
vessels have been significantly upgraded in recent years. Some are actually
former PLAN vessels with some weapons systems removed.141 Some larger
coast guard vessels even have 76mm main guns, among other armaments.142
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The maritime militia and coast guard have carried out several successful interagency operations against foreign countries in cooperation with
the navy. Two examples are the Impeccable incident in March 2009 and
HYSY-981 oil rig incident in May–July 2014.
Impeccable Incident, March 8–9, 2009. The Impeccable incident
involved the USNS Impeccable, an ocean surveillance ship that was shadowed and harassed by Chinese vessels that maneuvered in ways that
threatened its safety. The Chinese ships and aircraft involved included
a PLAN frigate, Fisheries Law Enforcement patrol vessel, State Oceanic
Administration patrol vessel, two trawlers (one of which was from the
Sanya maritime militia), and at least one Y-12 aircraft.143 The Chinese action
involved multiple military and civilian government organizations and maritime militia vessels, necessitating a certain level of coordination. Chinese
vessels came dangerously close to the Impeccable, dropped objects directly
in its path, tried to snag its acoustics equipment, and even obstructed it
after it announced it was trying to leave the area.144 At one point a Chinese
Y-12 buzzed the Impeccable 11 times.145 The Chinese operation was reportedly led by then-head of the Fisheries Law Enforcement’s South China Sea
Bureau, Wu Zheng.146 Given the variety of Chinese assets and their close
proximity to each other and to the Impeccable, a high degree of communication and control was necessary to coordinate actions and avoid collisions.
HYSY-981 Oil Rig Incident, May 2–July 15, 2014. The HYSY-981 oil
rig incident is China’s largest and most sophisticated “Three-Sea-Force”
operation to date.147 Throughout the operation, China maintained between
110 and 115 vessels around the oil rig in an approximately 10 nautical mile
cordon. These included four navy vessels, 35 to 40 coast guard ships, 30
transport and tugs, and more than 40 maritime militia vessels.148 While
the cordon radiated about 10 nautical miles out from the rig, the Chinese
side utilized maritime militia and “fishing vessels” to harass, and in some
cases attack and sink, Vietnamese fishing vessels operating miles beyond
the cordon.149 During the incident, China was able to maintain around
twice as many vessels as Vietnam did in the area.150 Operating a cordon
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of so many vessels from so many different organizations over such a long
period, while sending out skirmishing parties to attack Vietnamese vessels
miles from the cordon, required careful coordination across multiple military and civilian organizations. This included cooperation with the China
National Offshore Oil Corporation, a state-owned enterprise that owned
and operated the HYSY-981 drilling platform.
The maritime militia was given mobilization orders for the operation
by the Guangzhou Military Region. In the case of the participating Sansha
City maritime militia, a sea command post was set up and a command
and coordination group was sent to the coast guard’s “forward command
post at sea.”151
China appears to plan to conduct more operations like these in the
future. While the navy is the main military service involved in maritime
sovereignty defense operations, at least one training event featured limited
involvement by other services. A 2014 joint escort defense and joint oil rig
defense exercise in the Gulf of Tonkin involved a maritime police unit under
the navy’s South Sea Fleet, personnel and vessels from fisheries, maritime
police, and maritime militia, as well as aircraft from naval aviation and the
air force. Just as in the HYSY-981 oil rig incident, a maritime command post
was set up to help coordinate the effort. The exercise took the “defensive”
actions utilized in the HYSY-981 oil rig a step further when fighter aircraft
and surface vessels armed with missiles “destroyed” enemy vessels during
the escort part of the mission. To defend the rig, the Chinese forces practiced blocking the passage of a “suspicious fishing boat” and shooting the
water to prevent frogmen from getting close to the rig. The exercise ended
with the arrest of “militants” and a journalist on the boat.152 Although this
example involved limited participation of the air force, the navy continues
to regularly perform such drills without the participation of another service.
Artificial “Islands,” More Than Just the “Big Three.” While China’s
“Big Three” artificial islands in the South China Sea (Fiery Cross, Mischief,
and Subi Reefs) have dominated the coverage of China’s artificial island–
building activities in the region, they are part of a larger network of Chinese
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bases and outposts scattered across the South China Sea.153 While PLAAF
aircraft might be able to operate from runways on the artificial islands,
the navy regularly operates from both larger and smaller land features in
cooperation with the coast guard, maritime militia, and other Chinese
government organizations.
The 2013 edition of the Science of Military Strategy argued that China
relies on islands and reefs to help create a “large-area maritime defense
system” [da quyu haishang fangwei tixi, 大区域海上防卫体系] for power
projection.154 In addition to the large artificial islands that have harbors
and airstrips, the smaller, but still vital, islands and reefs have facilities
called “coastal defense militia outposts” [haifang minbing shaosuo, 海防民
兵哨所], which are staffed by maritime militia and People’s Armed Forces
Department personnel, to monitor the maritime domain.155 This type of
force can help maintain a constant forward presence and play peacetime
(and potentially wartime) operations roles that would be much more visible
and sensitive if performed by military units.
Reform Impact on the Interagency Vector of Modernization
The PLA reforms have facilitated some aspects of interagency maritime
operations but have also created new organizational roles and responsibilities that may complicate existing understandings and procedures. The
reforms placed the coast guard under the authority of the People’s Armed
Police, which was itself subordinated to report solely to the CMC.156 This
gives the CMC the ability to issue orders to both the PLA and coast guard,
facilitating interagency planning and operations. Certain elite and specialized branches of the maritime militia have also drawn much closer to the
navy and coast guard in terms of funding, equipment, training, personnel,
and coordination in recent years.157 Such closer relations should help reduce
the coordination burden in interagency maritime operations.
That said, the PRC appears to lack a permanent mechanism to coordinate operations of the maritime militia and coast guard with services
other than the navy. Previous coordination mechanisms appear to have
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been run through PLAN headquarters and the three fleets, with no or
limited involvement of the military regions. The establishment of new
joint theater commands will require adjustments in these command and
coordination mechanisms, which may be challenging since the theater
commands have no natural channels to coordinate with national-level
ministries and state-owned enterprises. The challenge is further increased
because some maritime militia units are designed primarily for use in
peacetime sovereignty advancement operations, while others are designed
to provide support during combat operations. Given the high number of
maritime militia branches and specialized units within those branches and
the local nature of these branches, the lack of a mechanism to coordinate
with non-PLAN services will limit the ability of these forces to contribute
to joint operations with other services. For the time being, the navy will
likely have to coordinate directly with the maritime militias and coast guard
and then coordinate joint operations with the other services on behalf of
China’s maritime forces.

Conclusion
Like any large organization, the PLA is made up of different bureaucratic
actors, each with its own interests. As with any military, there is disagreement among the services, and even between different branches of the same
service, as to how the force should develop. The three vectors of modernization employed in this chapter are a useful device for highlighting these
divergent interests and thinking about how they may affect decisions about
PLA modernization in general, and navy modernization in particular.
We argue that there will be continued tension between the PLAN
desire to create a blue-water navy optimized for independent operations in
the far seas and the desire of the CMC and theater commands for a naval
component that is optimized for joint operations and executing theater contingency plans. Theater commanders are likely to advocate for naval forces
that suit the specific missions and geography of their region and use their
operational control to focus the naval components in their theaters on those
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particular priorities. This tension will likely manifest itself in arguments
over how PLAN headquarters and the theater commands want naval units
to spend their time and potentially even what platforms are assigned to what
theaters. However, because the interagency navy vector of modernization
involves support for a high national priority (defending and advancing China’s maritime sovereignty claims) and does not involve expensive weapons
development requirements, this mission set is not likely to be a major focus
of tensions between the headquarters and theater commands.
There will also be tension among the services over what level of jointness they are comfortable with, since true jointness will require each service
to give up some of its autonomy and limit its ability to maximize its organizational interests. The pursuit of joint synergies will inevitably involve
creating new dependencies on other services to provide critical capabilities
for joint operations. The logic of a blue-water navy whose different branches
provide all the capabilities needed for far seas operations has inherent
contradictions with the interdependence and cross-service coordination
that are the essence of jointness. There may even be resentment between
the navy and interagency maritime forces because resources going to the
coast guard and maritime militia will not provide much support for the
PLAN’s own “blue dream.” The navy’s efforts to seeks an even greater role
in the training, education, personnel, and operations of the coast guard
and maritime militia may also remove the gossamer-thin façade that these
forces are mainly concerned with maritime safety and fishing.
In the short-term, it is hard to tell how the various bureaucratic actors
in the navy, PLA as a whole, interagency maritime force, and civilian government will respond to the impacts of the reforms. The navy has made
progress in all three vectors of modernization in recent years, as is evident in
its improving capability to execute independent operations far from China’s
coastline, in the PLA’s improving capability to execute joint operations, and
in the interagency maritime force’s capabilities to outclass the paramilitary
or military forces of any other South China Sea claimant and to continue
advancing China’s maritime claims.
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The longer term impact is even harder to predict. For the navy, the
biggest factor will be how well it can sell itself as a service capable of contributing to the various missions each modernization vector is designed
to serve. If the navy cannot convince Chinese and PLA leaders of the
importance of a blue-water fleet, its efforts to develop blue-water capabilities will be hampered. If the navy does not play nice in pursuing jointness
while holding off efforts of the other services to play greater roles in the
maritime domain, it may find its roles and missions reduced along with
its share of the budget. The navy could even lose out on resources if the
interagency maritime force is too successful, with more resources going to
the paramilitary and militia forces that are the frontline and public-facing
elements of the maritime sovereignty defense strategy. On the whole, the
reforms have provided new resources and new opportunities for the navy,
but there are challenges on the horizon. How the navy meets them will
decide its future as a service.
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